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About

Cannon Crew is a co-op Castle Defence Party game!

Play with a team of 1-4 and work together to stop the enemy breaching your castle walls. Feel free to get competitive within
your team - the more gold you can snatch or jobs you complete will give you a higher score than the others - but don't get too

distracted from the incoming horde!

Game Modes

- Story Mode

- Survival

- Puzzles

Difficulty

The difficulty changes depending on number of players in-game. If you're playing with a team of 4 then enemy waves will
arrive quicker and be harder to defeat - Singleplayer means enemies will move slower and take less hits.

Planned Features

- Online Co-Op

- Uploading Custom Levels to Steam Workshop
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Title: Cannon Crew
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
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WoksOnStudios
Publisher:
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Wonderfull add-on and well worth the money. Detailed cabs in both the loco and DVT. The GEML and Class 90 are a great
match. Setting up the loco makes a nice change compared tomost other scenarios. The only issue I see is not being able to view
inside the coaches. Apart from that, thumbs up here :).
30min还一点都不觉得无聊。。。但是我也应该负责任的说一句，这游戏凉了。。。真的匹配不到人。。。希望能有好友联机对战. Darkest Hunters is a fantasy puzzle
R.P.G. developed by ECC GAMES, Ultimate Games S.A. and published by Ultimate Games S.A.. Are you prepared for a grand
adventure to battle viscious monsters and find glorious loot? Then don your armor, take up a sword and ready yourself for
battle. As a member of the Hunters only you can defeat the Lord Of Darkness and save the land from evil. Are you up to the
challenge? This is a wonderful title that any fan of the puzzle\/match 3 genre, like me, should take a close look at.

Fans of the match 3 genre will feel right at home with this title. On the battlefield there are four different types of gems such as
green for health replenishment, red for attack points, blue for mana points and of course gold for coins. The gameplay is simple
in that you connect gems of the same color up, down, left, right and diagonally. You need to link as many of them as you can in
order to power up your characters abilities, keep you healthy and collect gold. If you manage to chain together a high enough
number of gems then you create a special powered gem that when touched can destroy an entire row or even a whole section of
the battlefield around you. This can deal massive damage to enemies within range as well so there can be a bit of strategy
involved especially when you confront a boss or find yourself surrounded by hostiles. There is also a variety of weapons and
armor, over 250 items, available to purchase or loot so finding something to suit your playstyle is easily managed be that mage,
ranger or warrior. Many of the items that you accquire, gear-wise, are also upgradeable so if you find useful gear that you would
like to keep then you can further improve the statistics of said items and your characters proficiency with them. As far as
adventuring goes, brace yourself for a long campaign as there are over 300 quests to complete in the game. Also, as you journey
through the land and fight enemies you will come across chests laden with loot in the form of weapons, armor, trinkets and gold
as well as finding notes scattered about in various locations which delve further into the lore of the world as it relates to the
Hunters and the Lord Of Darkness. In summary, Puzzle Quest will always remain the benchmark title in this genre for me and
as far as gameplay goes, this game tries to capture some of the magic that the title has yet falls short in my opinion...good
attempt though.

Visually, I'm a big fan of the graphical style of this title as I love pixel art and it also really gives the game an "old-school"
nostalgic feel. The colors are bright, beautiful and really do a wonderful job of bringing the fantasy theme of the title to life.
The sound quality is also good especially when it comes to battles and the soundtrack does it's job however I didn't find any of
the tracks particularly memorable. Darkest Hunters is just a really pretty title...if you love pixel art games but is lacking slightly
in the sound department. In short, the overall presentation of the title is good and will provide you with hours of puzzle-based
entertainment.

Puzzle Quest is without a doubt one of my favorite titles and it's been awhile since anything even remotely close to that game
has come out so I was very glad to see Darkest Hunters arrive. I'm enjoying my time playing this title and look forward to
spending more hours doing so. Sometimes you need a game in your library that you can pick up, play casually and just have
quick fun with and this is indeed one of those titles. Fair warning though as it CAN be challenging but as I stated earlier alot of
fun to play. As far as options go, there is a multiplayer mode and Steam Achievements but currently no Steam Trading Cards to
collect. In conclusion, while Darkest Hunters is not nearly as fun and refined as Puzzle Quest it is RECOMMENDED to puzzle,
fantasy adventure and match-3 fans alike.. I am impressed by the capability that this software is able to deliver.

I am only dabbling around with it for a while, however, I see myself using it frequently for several design uses in the future.
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I also like the added 'Help' features and tutorials. The software is well designed and the devs have thought through some very
practical and useful features.

Great software! I definitely recommend it for designers that want to explore their creativity.

Well done!. I love this type of games, but unfortunately this games controls and physics is to bad and unrealistic.. when I saw
this game I thought that looks sounds like a great idea a ship to ship battle game. I was wrong this game has terible frame rate
has the sound effects of a bad arkage game and boring gun play. the game uses HMD directional movement meaning you need
to look in the direction you want to move, you can't change it ether you are stuck with it. the arms are realy badly done to start
with thay are atatched to the place where normaly your ears would be, the hands extend past the controlers by I think about 8-15
centermeaters making them incredably imertion braking. the only positive is it looks like it gets updated frequently. If some one
made an arkade game and ported it to VR with very little upgrades this feels like it would be the result. thay will hopfully make
it better in future updates but currently I can't recomend it.. Current WR holder for any% here. Intrusion Protocol is a
wonderful sit-down platformer experience with exquisite controls. Every death I've had, whether it was during my blind
playthrough or in my record run, felt like it was my fault - a trolltastic feeling that most platformers in this same vein get wrong.
The game's on the short side, but it was absolutely built with speedrunning in mind, and I plan the time as far down as I can.
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Small FPS in it's infancy. There's a few different modes, maps, and enemy types. Could use some polishing, but not a terrible
game for the price. I've seen worse. If the devs continue development, this could turn out to be decent.. cool ¯\_￣v￣_/¯. A
ridiculously hilarious music game.. i Love this game! Anatola Howard is such an amazing artist, and theres always such an
interesting and unique feel about all of her work. I loved 4 Lung Boy too, Such a good weird feeling. this game is an excellent
little story that's just full of characters with so much character, the voice acting is EXCELLENT, the animations are all so
quirky and cute, and the puzzles are fun to solve but not troubling. Really got a good pajama sam vibe from it all.

thanks so much for making such a good and cool game! it's really inspiring!. Graphically identical to how i remember the game
back in 1988. but the sound is not very good. does not accurately represent the original (for some mysterious reason). bad
quality sound.. Dream Pinball 3D is a pinball game with a lot of problems. First of all is the DRM. Second is the low resolution
menu and 4:3 table resolutions. Third is the horrible default camera and only one fixed camera. I wouldn't be surprised if it has
a lot more problems if I could stand to play it longer. Just skip this one and get a good pinball game.. This is a really nice game
:). Amazing game, its like playing a retro cartoon mixed with hotline miami. You play two characters, Rox the Girl and Slayter
the boy, both has a similar fight level. Rox is more stelth and Slay more rambo styl.

With Rox you can walk and shoot and drive your moto, with Slay you drive your moto and shoot driving. You use the same
masks as on hotline miami, at least the horse and tiger mask are the same.

Pro:
Nice tracks
Good retro look
Good story
Nice gameplay (shoot, drive, eliminate enemies)
Nice music
full of action

Con:
sometimes bugs and glitches but ealy rare

End:
if you love Trials Games you may try this but beware, if you only love to drive and have crazy tracks this may not be for you
because you have to walk and shoot, its not a "normal" trials game you know. But for me its one of the best trial games and
much better then Far Cry Blood Dragon. graphic is realy good and looks sooo retro, remembers me a lot of hotline miami.

If the price is too expensive for you just waite for a sale, 50% off is a steal price in my eyes.. like all of it but dont like the fact
that you can test os do capins and the other actors but this is altha so it wood take time before its out
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